Physics 1004
Introduction to Astronomy- 3 credits
Fall 2019-20, TTh 2-3:20, SERC 456
Prerequisites: basically one math course or
satisfactory math placement test result.
see Bulletin.

Instructor: C. J. Martoff
SERC 422
215 204-3180
martoff@temple.edu
Office Hours TTh 1-2

You folks are in luck!
1. This is a science course with minimal pre-requisites.
2. You will never take a standardized test to get into medical school based on material
from this course, so there is no long list of topics we “must” cover.
3. The treatment is primarily descriptive rather than mathematical.
4. Astronomy is a fascinating subject! Your instructor is in love with it, freezes his nose
every winter to peer at the clear winter skies, and owns several high-quality telescopes.
See for example https://euclid.math.temple.edu/~cmartoff for information about
my astronomy hobby, and http://astropix.com/html/i_astrop/quick.html for more
about how to get yourself started photographing the skies.
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University Mandated Disability Disclosure Statement and Other Stuff:
Any student who has a need for accommodations based on the impact of a documented
disability or medical condition should contact Disability Resources and Services (DRS) in
100 Ritter Annex (drs@temple.edu; 215-204-1280) to request accommodations and learn
more about the resources available to you. If you have a DRS accommodation letter to share
with me, or you would like to discuss your accommodations, please contact me as soon as
practical. I will work with you and with DRS to coordinate reasonable accommodations for
all students with documented disabilities. All discussions related to your accommodations
will be confidential.
Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are inseparable facets of academic freedom. The
University has a policy on Student and Faculty and Academic Rights and Responsibilities
(Policy #03.70.02) which an be accessed through the following link:
http://policies.temple.edu/getdoc.asp?policy_no=03.70.02.
If you have a problem with this course (or any other Physics course) and you can’t bring
yourself to take it up with the instructor, Joseph Grassi is the physics undergrad ombudsman.
His email is tuh01029@temple.edu.
Textbook and LMS (Learning Management System)
The good news- you do not have to buy a textbook for this course! The textbook will be
Astronomy by Fracknoi, Morrison and Wolff, from OpenStax, a free textbook publishing
company. You can read it on the Internet, download a pdf, or pay for a printed copy if
you want one. I do have some misgivings about the free book publishing model (people
who write books do have to eat, after all), but I’ve decided to try this. The textbook’s
authors are well-known and accomplished astronomers (Morrison, Wolff) and popularizers
of astronomy (Fraknoi), the book has been out for a while, and I expect that it will at least
be relatively error free (particularly since I’ve gone through it in some detail, reported several
errors, and have seen them get corrected in the online version!). Unfortunately some pricey
conventionally published textbooks are far from error-free and don’t offer a quick way to get
errors corrected.
All course materials will be distributed using Temple’s Canvas online courseware system.
You must view the Ph. 1004 Canvas site at least once a week to avoid missing assignments.
Course Requirements:
1. Attend every class meeting unless a valid written excuse is presented.
2. Read assigned portions of textbook before every class- this will be enforced by online
“reading quizzes” on Canvas.
3. Complete any assigned problems or observing exercises.
4. Complete the midterm exam and final exam
5. Grading: Final exam 50%, Midterm 25%, Problems 25%. Course grades will be assigned numerically as follows: students receiving 85% or more of total possible “points”
will receive A’s, 75% or more will earn a B, 60% or more a C, 50% or more a D. You
guess what happens below 50%.
Amateur Astronomy Links:
1. http://www.seasky.org/astronomy/astronomy-calendar-2019.html Calendar of astronomy events for the year.
2. Find out what’s happening in the sky this month from
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https://www.skyandtelescope.com/magazine
3. https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html. Astronomy Picture of the Day. The
public adores astronomy and NASA knows why. It’s the pictures.
4. Heavens-above.com- get free sky maps for any day/time, precise times to see Space
Shuttle and Space Station flyovers, more interesting stuff from
https://heavens-above.com
5. For up-to-the-minute sunspot and aurora information go to
http://www.spaceweather.com
6. Free downloads of stunning Hubble Space Telescope images at
https://hubblesite.org/imagesimages
7. Annual telescope-makers convention in nearby Vermont:
https://stellafane.org/amateur
8. https://astronomy-mall.com/astro.parts.outlet/Used Used telescope market (of
course there’s also EBay)
9. https://astromart.com/ for classified ads and telescope reviews
Course Goals:
The course is an introduction to astronomy.
Things you see in the night sky are incredibly far away and most likely impossible for
Earthlings to ever visit. However, it may or may not surprise you that scientists have good
reason to believe that they understand quite a lot about the internal workings of lots of
these objects. Stars, for example, including the Sun, are believed to be very well understood
overall. Knowing how the Sun works, for example, starts with determining how far away it
is (tens of thousands of times farther away than the other side of the Earth) and how big it
is (hundreds times as big in diameter as the Earth). It may surprise you that these simple
facts could not be figured out until the 19th Century, after over 4,000 years of hard work in
astronomy.
Astronomy started with people looking at the sky. Just by looking (carefully, keeping
records of what they saw) they managed to figure out an amazing amount of important stuff
about how the universe works. Like how the planets in the solar system move. About a third
of the content in this course will be about what can you see in the sky, when and how. The
other 2/3 of the course will tell you what’s known about stars, galaxies, and the universe as
a whole, and how it was figured out.
The planets are extremely interesting too, and robotic missions like the Mars Rovers are
giving a huge amount of detailed information about them. But I’ve decided not to say much
about the planets in this course. This will leave time for more material about stars, black
holes, the Big Bang and the like, which I think most students find more interesting.
Firsthand Observing Opportunities: (AKA Photons in the Eyeball)
Time and weather permitting, we will actually do some observing of our own. A very
specialized solar telescope is available that allows safe daytime observing of the Sun, and
can show details of sunspots and prominences. A trip to a relatively dark site with some
good telescopes may also be scheduled. This will allow students to experience the night sky
firsthand, using some good quality amateur telescopes. If you want to learn about the sky
in person on your own, astronomy observing opportunities are available with:
1. Drexel University: sky tour with telescope first Wednesday of every month:
http://www.physics.drexel.edu/observatory/public.shtml
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2. Rittenhouse Astronomical Society: various speakers and observing events in and out
of town: http://rittenhouseastronomicalsociety.org/
3. Haverford College: public observing TBA:
https://www.haverford.edu/physics-and-astronomy/facilities-resources
/strawbridge-observatory
4. Delaware Valley Amateur Astronomers: one of several local astronomy clubs sponsoring
monthly dark sky observing and quarterly Star Parties nearby:
https://dvaa9.wildapricot.org/even
5. Ches-Mont Astronomers: another local club: https://www.chesmontastro.org
Basically you can’t see anything in the night sky with the naked eye if you’re near city
lights, and that makes it very hard to aim a pair of binoculars or a telescope (which won’t
show very much either). The closest semi-reasonable place to see things is 45 miles from
Temple (Morgantown turnpike exit) at the French Creek gamelands,
https://www.chesmontastro.org/dark-sites/ds-1-at-french-creek-gun-range/. Check
the weather before you leave using the Clear Dark Sky Charts at
http://www.cleardarksky.com/c/FrnchCrkPAkey.html. Go there on any clear new-Moon
night and you’ll find a crowd of folks from the local clubs with a lot of expensive telescopes
they’re just itching to show off by letting you have a look (really!).
If you really want to understand Psalm 19, you have to go way out of town and preferably
to high altitude. I like the Eastern Sierra Nevada in California. So many stars you’ll have
trouble finding the Big Dipper.
Semester Schedule:
Drop/Add Deadline: Sept. 10. Withdrawal Deadline: October 24
Temple Final Exam Schedule
17 Dec. (Tuesday); Final Examination 1:00-3:00 PM in regular classroom
Topic
Readings (textbook above)
Week
26 Aug.: Best visibility for Mercury low in the East in pre-dawn sky.
27 Aug
Introduction to the study of nature, and the sky Ch. 1, Ch. 2
30 Aug.: New Moon, Get outta’ town and see Summer Triangle, Milky Way, galactic center
3 Sept
Seasons, time, moon, eclipses
Ch. 4
Monday, Sept. 10: Drop/Add deadline
10 Sept
Intro to the Solar System
Ch. 7, Ch. 3
14 Sept.: Full Moon. Get out binocs and spot the Sea of Tranquility where
Apollo 11 landed 50 years ago.
17 Sept
Astronomical Instruments
Ch. 6 (refer to Ch. 5)
24 Sept
Midterm I; Comets & asteroids
Ch. 13
28 Sept.: New Moon. Get out binocs and admire the Garnet Star in Cepheus.
1 Oct
Intro to the Sun
Ch. 15
8 Oct
Radiation and the Sun
Ch. 5, 16
13 Oct.: Full Moon. Get out binocs and spot 60 mile wide, 3 mile deep Tycho crater.
15 Oct
Classification of stars I
Ch. 17, 19x4
20 Oct.: See Mercury in the evening sky an hour after sunset. Not many people have.
21 Oct.: Orionids meteor shower peaks. Best after moonset around midnight.
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22 Oct.
Classification of stars II
Ch. 18, 19.4
27 Oct.: New Moon. Get out binocs and spot striking double star Alberio in Cygnus.
Wednesday, Oct. 24: Withdrawal deadline
29 Oct.
Midterm II, Star formation and exoplanets
Ch. 21
5 Nov.
Star death and black holes
Ch. 23, 24
6 Nov.: Best visibility for Mercury low in the West, just after sunset.
7 Nov: New Moon. Get outta’ town and spot Andromeda galaxy w eyes & binocs
12 Nov. The Milky Way and other galaxies
Ch. 25, 26
11 Nov: All day transit of Mercury! Observe safely with Physics Dept. telescopes!
12 Nov: Full Moon. Look for the Man in the Moon and figure out what named features make it.
17 Nov.: Leonids meteor shower peaks. View after midnight to avoid moonlight.
19-23 Nov.
24 Nov.:- Conjunction of Venus and Jupiter. Very bright, an hour after sunset.
26 Nov.: New Moon.
26 Nov
Large scale structure & the Big Bang
Ch. 28, 29
28 Nov.: Greatest Westward elongation of Mercury. Before sunrise, low in the East.
3 Dec.
Life in the universe
Ch. 30
7 Dec.: New Moon
10 Dec. classes end
13-14 Dec.- The king of meteor showers- the Geminids. Great show due to new moon!
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